Introduction to Emergency Management
PUAEMR038 – WORK IN AN EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT CONTEXT

Course description:
Are you interested in developing the skills and knowledge required to work in an emergency management role within your organisation and/or local community and looking for a broad understanding of the jurisdictions emergency management framework in order to perform your duties.

In this course you will learn to develop the skills and knowledge required to work within an emergency management context. It includes confirming jurisdictional emergency management arrangements, contributing to entity awareness of jurisdictional arrangements, supporting organisational and community emergency planning and decisions and applying knowledge of emergency management arrangements.

This is a nationally recognised qualification from the Public Safety Training Package (PUA12). The training package is an all hazards, multi-agency course suitable for people who work in the industry or have an aligned emergency management role. It is a practical and challenging learning experience designed to enhance or develop skills in emergency management before, during and after a disaster event.

Delivery Model:
Accredited training can be delivered online supported with an expert facilitator.
As a professional development, NCEMS works can work in partnership with host organisations to deliver this Unit as a face to face workshop by request.

LOCATION
Various locations throughout NSW

DURATION
8 week – virtual classroom online

STUDY TYPE
Learn through self paced study by a virtual classroom –off campus

CONTACT
Email: ncems@tafensw.edu.au
Phone: 02 7920 8831
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